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Key TaKeaWays

enterprise social is a strategic investment For Many
According to Forrester’s Forrsights Soft ware Survey, Q4 2011, 49% of organizations 
will have invested in enterprise social soft ware by the end of 2012. Th e drivers include 
better access to information and expertise as well as a desire to drive collective action.

enterprise social Will Become highly integrated With other solutions
While fi rms oft en initially deploy enterprise social solutions as standalone systems, 
the vision for most includes enterprise social that is deeply integrated with adjacent 
collaboration, content, portal, and productivity applications. Increasingly, the 
strategy includes a social layer to “social-enable” enterprise business applications.

activities streams Represent Just one approach
Th ere are multiple approaches to including activities streams in an enterprise social 
strategy. One involves using an enterprise social platform that includes broader social 
capabilities like blogs and wikis in addition to activities streams. Dedicated activities 
streams represent an approach that is agnostic to the rest of the soft ware portfolio.

yammer, salesforce.com, and Tibco Lead With socialcast and 
neudesic Close Behind
Yammer and salesforce.com off er fast and easy onboarding of users and strong 
integration with other cloud-based off erings. Socialcast and Tibco shine on-
premises where they can fully exploit integration with existing line-of-business 
applications, while Neudesic leverages a professional services foundation and 
Microsoft  know-how.
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FOR CIOs

Why Read This RepoRT

In Forrester’s first 19-criteria evaluation of activities streams vendors, Forrester identified the five 
significant players — Neudesic Pulse, Salesforce Chatter, Socialcast by VMware (Socialcast), Tibco 
tibbr, and Yammer — and researched, analyzed, and scored them. This report details our findings about 
how each vendor measures up, and it plots where they stand in relation to each other. This report and 
associated Excel model highlight the key criteria IT leaders should evaluate when considering activities 
streams as part of a broader social technology strategy.
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aCTiViTies sTReaMs aRe The Base oF The soCiaL LayeR

Enterprise social investments remain strong in the recovering economy. According to Forrester’s 
Forrsights Software Survey, Q4 2011, 49% of organizations will have invested in enterprise social 
software by the end of 2012. The business drivers include better access to information and expertise 
as well as a desire to drive collective action.1

While organizations often initially deploy enterprise social solutions as standalone systems, the 
vision for most includes enterprise social tools that are deeply integrated with adjacent collaboration, 
content, portal, and productivity applications in the environment. Increasingly, these strategies 
include a social layer to “social-enable” enterprise business applications.2

Social activities streams are a bridge to this enterprise social vision. They connect workers to each 
other and to information. On its own, the information workplace lacks a mechanism that pulls 
together events, along with their context, background, and required actors, in a manner that is 
attractive and easily consumable for knowledge workers. This is where the activities stream comes 
in. In a well-designed information workplace, this stream can be placed anywhere (e.g., employee 
portal, email, or packaged business application), allowing an employee complete freedom in where 
and how they work. Hashtags, filters, and direct messages allow stream information to be tailored 
and delivered to employees in a personalized fashion.

activities streams Versus enterprise social platforms

The Forrester Activities Stream Wave is the second in a series of Forrester Waves on the broad topic 
of enterprise social software. The previous Forrester Enterprise Social Platform Wave focused on 
vendors with broad social offerings that included blogs, wikis, profiles, tagging, microblogs, and 
activities streams. For some, a broad functional approach is appropriate. For others, a more focused 
functional scope limited to microblogging, activities streams, and profiles is the correct strategy.3

aCTiViTies sTReaMs eVaLuaTion oVeRVieW

To assess the state of the activities streams market and see how the vendors stack up against each 
other, Forrester evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of top activities streams vendors.

evaluation Criteria Consider Functionality and Vision

After examining past research, user needs assessments, and vendor and expert interviews, Forrester 
developed a comprehensive set of evaluation criteria. We evaluated vendors against 19 criteria, 
grouped into three high-level categories:

■ Current offering. To assess product strength, we evaluated each offering against four groups of 
criteria: 1) core functionality; 2) integration; 3) analytics; and 4) device support.
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■ Strategy. We reviewed each vendor’s strategy, evaluating how well the vendor’s planned 
enhancements will position it for market leadership and whether or not the vendor has the team, 
vision, and architecture to support that strategy.

■ Market presence. To determine a vendor’s market presence, we evaluated each vendor’s installed 
base and number of active, paid users and licenses. We chose these measures to proxy market 
presence because the value of social and serendipitous discoveries is inherently tied to adoption.

included Vendors offer Robust streams and Garner Client interest

Forrester included five vendors in the assessment: Neudesic, salesforce.com, Socialcast, Tibco, and 
Yammer. Each of these vendors has (see Figure 1):

■ Offered a specialized activities stream offering as opposed to a platform. While activities 
streams are becoming increasingly common components of broad enterprise social platforms, 
portals, content management, collaboration, and other applications, this Forrester Wave 
evaluates more dedicated activities stream offerings designed for interaction with a broad array 
of adjacent technologies.

■ Provided at least three references of customers in production. As platform competitors 
expand into the crowded social technology market on a regular basis, Forrester requires 
included vendors to demonstrate a basic level of market presence and staying power.

■ Received frequent consideration in enterprise social strategy or collaboration strategy. In 
order to maintain the Forrester Wave at a manageable number of vendors, Forrester queried 
our internal customer relationship management system and solicited feedback from appropriate 
analysts to help determine which vendors were most highly relevant to Forrester clients.
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Figure 1 Evaluated Vendors: Product Information And Selection Criteria

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.

Vendor

Neudesic

salesforce.com

Tibco

VMware

Yammer

Product name

Neudesic Pulse Enterprise Social Software

Chatter

tibbr

Socialcast by VMware

Yammer

Version

3

N/A

3.5

N/A

N/A

Release date

March 2012

N/A

February 2012

N/A

N/A

Vendor selection criteria

Vendor’s product is a specialized activities stream offering as opposed to a platform.

Vendor had a product in market at the time the Forrester Wave was conducted and was able to provide 
three references of customers in production.

Vendor is frequently mentioned or inquired about by enterprises in the context of enterprise social 
strategy or collaboration strategy.

aCTiViTies sTReaMs aRe The CuRRenCy oF The soCiaL LayeR

Overall, the analysis shows that vendors that invest with an eye toward integration and cloud 
delivery currently lead the pack. The evaluation uncovered a market in which (see Figure 2):

■ Yammer and salesforce.com leverage a pure cloud approach. Delivery mechanism is a 
key criterion in vendor evaluation. Two of the vendors in the Forrester Wave, Yammer and 
salesforce.com, have bet, without deviation, on the benefits of a pure cloud approach. Both offer 
the fast and easy onboarding of users that is a strong suit of a multitenant SaaS offering. They 
also offer strong integration with other cloud based offerings like Salesforce for CRM and Box 
for content. Where they will diverge is on the longer-term vision and strategy for integration, 
where Chatter will take advantage of the Force.com ecosystem and Yammer will drive a more 
platform-agnostic ecosystem.

■ VMware and tibbr bet on integration. VMware entered the enterprise social market in 2005 
with a broad social focus and thought leadership on the integration of social technologies with 
back-end line-of-business systems of record. A year and a half ago, Tibco jumped into the 
market with blue-chip pedigree in integration middleware and a message that data from systems 
of record will become a first-class citizen in driving effective social interactions. Both offer 
multiple delivery options as well as strong standalone social functionality, but they really shine 
on-premises where they can fully exploit integration with existing line-of-business applications.
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■ Neudesic leverages professional services and Microsoft know-how. Neudesic brought Pulse 
to market with a strong background in Microsoft-based professional services. This approach 
has led to a strong integration strategy with the broad Microsoft portfolio and a platform for 
extending the value proposition to non-Microsoft products.

This evaluation of the activities streams market is intended to be a starting point only. We encourage 
readers to view detailed product evaluations and adapt the criteria weightings to fit their individual 
needs through the Forrester Wave Excel-based vendor comparison tool.

Figure 2 Forrester Wave™: Activities Streams, Q2 ’12

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.

Go online to download 

the Forrester Wave tool 

for more detailed product 

evaluations, feature 

comparisons, and 

customizable rankings.
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Figure 2 Forrester Wave™: Activities Streams, Q2 ’12 (Cont.)

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.
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All scores are based on a scale of 0 (weak) to 5 (strong).

VendoR pRoFiLes

The Forrester Activities Stream Wave ended with the five participants very tightly bunched. In 
assessing the vendors evaluated here, it is far more important to align the vendor’s vision and 
strategy with your requirements than to focus on its relative position in the Forrester Wave. Each 
vendor brings specific strengths in its offering and strategy that could have significant upside when 
applied to your organizational requirements and strategy.

Leaders

■ Yammer. Yammer’s 5 million total users (1 million paid) have legitimized a freemium approach 
aimed at driving viral adoption. In order to accelerate viral adoption, Yammer places a huge 
premium on a simple, intuitive user experience. As the company has grown from a disruptive 
startup to one focused on becoming a strategic enterprise vendor, it continues to focus on the 
needs of IT. While this has traditionally meant providing the authentication, security, and 
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administrative controls (not coincidentally, the functionality that required moving from freemium 
to a paid version), the new direction is more aggressive and far-reaching. For example, Yammer 
has invested in providing social capabilities to numerous cloud-based enterprise software offerings 
like Box, NetSuite, and Salesforce CRM. Yammer also recently announced integration with SAP 
on-premises, based on a connector developed by and licensed from Freeborders. Yammer’s 
investments point to a social integration strategy that includes a broad array of software solutions, 
in the cloud or on-premises. As a pure cloud provider, it is important for organizations to evaluate 
the viability of storing content and communications in a US-based cloud data center.

■ Salesforce Chatter. No firm embodies enterprise-ready SaaS like salesforce.com. With a long 
history in serving the CRM needs of the largest organizations, it has now turned to enterprise 
social as its next target market. Any question about its commitment to the market was 
erased at Dreamforce ’11, which made social business the center of the company’s messaging, 
elevated even above CRM. The proof is also in a customer base in which numerous Chatter 
implementations have broken out of the core CRM user base and gone enterprisewide. While 
salesforce.com looks to break out of its CRM roots, it has invested heavily in building deep 
and meaningful integration between Salesforce CRM and Chatter. Notifications and actionable 
workflows are fed into an activities stream, magnifying the value of the information by easing 
interactions and making system of record information more social. Consider this type of 
integration a showcase starting point as salesforce.com continues to position Chatter as the 
social layer of Force.com. Like Yammer, IT leaders evaluating Chatter must consider the 
viability of storing potentially sensitive communications and content in the cloud.

■ Tibco tibbr. For a company with such a deep reputation for middleware, Tibco has managed 
to build a product with a very well-received interface. Tibco tibbr is now deployed in 
environments that are not currently Tibco middleware customers. Tibco provides all major 
deployment models (SaaS, private cloud, on-premises, and hybrid), but its vision really comes 
to life in the on-premises model. By leveraging Tibco middleware, customers can provide access 
to underlying line-of-business data and processes. Customers have begun to bring the vision to 
life with deep integrations into SAP and Oracle applications that feed actionable notifications 
into the tibbr activities stream. With a strong mobile platform offering, tibbr can also become an 
important part of a line-of-business mobile strategy.

strong performers

■ SocialCast by VMware. Socialcast came to market seven years ago with a broad social focus 
and was talking about driving business value through the integration of business applications 
and social long before others. The 2011 acquisition by VMware improved Socialcast’s ability 
to make good on that promise. First, as part of the EMC/VMware product family, Socialcast 
has much greater viability as a strategic IT vendor. Second, Socialcast can now take advantage 
of the broader EMC/VMware portfolio. One valuable asset is VMware’s vFabric RabbitMQ 
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which provides a messaging/integration capability that  Socialcast can leverage to better 
address complex integration challenges. Perhaps more telling is Socialcast’s investment in 
providing structure to front-end social processes through an upcoming offering called Strides, 
a lightweight task/project management capability. While a more structured, project-oriented 
approach to social will be anathema to some who prefer a pure ad hoc approach to social tools, 
Strides will provide structure to drive specific business outcomes.

■ Neudesic Pulse. Neudesic comes from a history of professional services with a focus on 
Microsoft products. Not surprisingly, it has seen strong initial traction within its traditional 
customer base and has found a sweet spot filling social gaps in SharePoint 2010. However, 
Neudesic has a much broader strategy that many will find compelling. The integration with 
Microsoft reaches far beyond SharePoint to include Lync, enabling unified communications and 
Microsoft Dynamics on the business applications side. Pulse, while tightly integrated with 
SharePoint, is designed for integration with any user environment. It is also designed to consume 
data from any source, Microsoft or otherwise. Neudesic’s ability to provide professional services 
support to these complex, but valuable, integrations will help to drive deeper value from Pulse.

suppLeMenTaL MaTeRiaL

online Resource

The online version of Figure 2 is an Excel-based vendor comparison tool that provides detailed 
product evaluations and customizable rankings.

data sources used in This Forrester Wave

Forrester used a combination of three data sources to assess the strengths and weaknesses of each 
solution:

■ Vendor surveys. Forrester surveyed vendors on their capabilities as they relate to the evaluation 
criteria. Once we analyzed the completed vendor surveys, we conducted vendor calls where 
necessary to gather details of vendor qualifications.

■ Product demos. We asked vendors to conduct demonstrations of their product’s functionality. 
We used findings from these product demos to validate details of each vendor’s product 
capabilities.

■ Customer reference calls. To validate product and vendor qualifications, Forrester also 
conducted reference calls with two of each vendor’s current customers.
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The Forrester Wave Methodology

We conduct primary research to develop a list of vendors that meet our criteria to be evaluated 
in this market. From that initial pool of vendors, we then narrow our final list. We choose these 
vendors based on: 1) product fit; 2) customer success; and 3) Forrester client demand. We eliminate 
vendors that have limited customer references and products that don’t fit the scope of our evaluation.

After examining past research, user need assessments, and vendor and expert interviews, we develop 
the initial evaluation criteria. To evaluate the vendors and their products against our set of criteria, we 
gather details of product qualifications through a combination of lab evaluations, questionnaires, 
demos, and/or discussions with client references. We send evaluations to the vendors for their review, 
and we adjust the evaluations to provide the most accurate view of vendor offerings and strategies.

We set default weightings to reflect our analysis of the needs of large user companies — and/or 
other scenarios as outlined in the Forrester Wave document — and then score the vendors based 
on a clearly defined scale. These default weightings are intended only as a starting point, and we 
encourage readers to adapt the weightings to fit their individual needs through the Excel-based 
tool. The final scores generate the graphical depiction of the market based on current offering, 
strategy, and market presence. Forrester intends to update vendor evaluations regularly as product 
capabilities and vendor strategies evolve.

endnoTes
1  In Q4 2011, Forrester surveyed software adoption as part of the Forrsights Software Survey. In response 

to the question “What are your firm’s plans to adopt the following collaboration/content technologies?” 
Community and social networking software (e.g., wikis, blogs, social networks, discussion forums, 
microblogs like Twitter or Yammer),”12% reported plans to implement in the next 12 months, 19% have 
implemented, and 18% were expanding or upgrading an existing implementation.

2  In an April 2011 report, Forrester explored the issue of social integration and the concept of the social layer. 
See the April 18, 2011, “Integration: The Next Frontier For Enterprise Social” report.

3  In August 2011, Forrester released an evaluation focused on enterprise social platform vendors including 
Atlassian, Cisco, IBM, Jive, Microsoft, NewsGator, OpenText, Socialtext, and Telligent. See the August 24, 
2011, “The Forrester Wave™: Enterprise Social Platforms, Q3 2011” report.
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